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Disclaimer

By accepting this document, and in consideration for it being made available to such recipient, each recipient agrees to keep strictly confidential the information contained in it and any information otherwise made available by Scirocco Energy plc (the “Company”),
whether orally or in writing. In the case of a corporate recipient, this presentation may only be disclosed to such of its directors, officers or employees who are required to review it for the purpose of deciding whether to make an investment in the Company. This
document has been provided to each recipient at their request, solely for their information, and may not be reproduced, copied, published, distributed or circulated, to any third party, in whole or in part, or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without the
express prior consent of the Company. The purpose of this document is solely to provide information to persons who have expressed an interest in investigating the possibility of investing in the Company.

The information contained in this confidential document (the "Presentation") has been prepared and distributed by the Company. It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, completion, revision, verification and further amendment. This
Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA"). This Presentation does not constitute, and the Company is not making, an offer of transferable
securities to the public within the meaning of sections 85B and 102B of FSMA and it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
investments and who fall within the category of persons set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are
otherwise permitted to receive it (together, the "Relevant Persons"). This Presentation is directed only at Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied upon by persons who are not Relevant Persons. Any other person who receives this Presentation should
not rely or act upon it. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient is deemed to represent and warrant that: (i) they are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to receive the Presentation; and (ii) they
have read, agree and will comply with the contents of this notice.

Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal, taxation, financial and other consequences of an investment in the Company, including the merits of investing and the risks involved. Prospective investors should not treat the contents of this
Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and are advised to consult their own professional advisers concerning any acquisition of shares in the Company. Certain of the information contained in this Presentation has been obtained
from published sources prepared by other parties. Certain other information has been extracted from unpublished sources prepared by other parties which have been made available to the Company. The Company has not carried out an independent investigation
to verify the accuracy and completeness of such third party information. No responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents for the accuracy or completeness of such information.

All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this Presentation. In addition, this Presentation
contains certain "forward-looking statements", including but not limited to, the statements regarding the Company’s overall objectives and strategic plans, future commercial production, production targets, timetables, capital expenditures, work programs, budgets
and targets. Forward-looking statements express, as at the date of this Presentation, the Company’s plans, estimates, forecasts, projections, opinions, expectations or beliefs as to future events, results or performance. Forward-looking statements involve a number
of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Company’s control, and there can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate. Therefore, actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
Risks and uncertainties that could cause results of future events to differ materially from current expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, factors associated with requirements of additional financing risk,
risks of delays in construction, production, competitive pressures, changes in the regulatory framework and prevailing macroeconomic conditions and other risks. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements or views are correct or that the
objectives of the Company will be achieved. The reader is cautioned not to place reliance on these statements or views and no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents in respect thereof. The Company does not
undertake to update any forward-looking statement or other information that is contained in this Presentation.

Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Presentation or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation. Strand Hanson Limited
("Strand Hanson") is a company regulated and authorised in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority. Strand Hanson is acting exclusively for the Company as the Company’s nominated adviser and is acting exclusively for the Company and for no-one
else in relation to the matters described in this Presentation and is not acting for any recipient of this Presentation and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Strand Hanson nor for providing
advice to any person other than the Company in relation to the contents of this Presentation. Peel Hunt LLP ("Peel Hunt") and Canaccord Genuity Limited (“Canaccord”) are companies regulated and authorised in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Peel Hunt and Canaccord are acting exclusively for the Company as the Company’s joint bookrunners and are acting exclusively for the Company and for no-one else in relation to the matters described in this Presentation and are not acting for any
recipient of this Presentation and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Peel Hunt and Canaccord nor for providing advice to any person other than the Company in relation to the contents of
this Presentation. Neither Strand Hanson, Peel Hunt nor Canaccord has authorised the contents of, or any part of, this Presentation.

Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of contract, commitment or recommendation on the part of the Company or the directors of the Company to proceed with any transaction or accept any offer and the right
is reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. The Company reserves the right without any notice or liability to the recipient of this Presentation or its advisers to: (i) change any of the procedures, timetable or requirements
or terminate negotiations at any time prior to the signing of any binding agreement with investors; (ii) provide different information or access to information to different persons; (iii) agree variations to the property, rights and liabilities comprised in the Company;
and (iv) to negotiate at the same time with more than one person. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. This Presentation should not be
considered a recommendation by the Company or Strand Hanson or Peel Hunt or any of their respective affiliates in relation to any prospective acquisition of shares in the Company. No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied,
is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, Strand Hanson, Peel Hunt or any of their respective affiliates, any of their respective directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions
contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any such information or opinions or for any errors or omissions.
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Scirocco Energy overview



An energy company in transition

Investments in diverse portfolio of 
natural resource assets

Typically, early stage with high 
potential reward but high risk

Uncertain timelines and associated 
funding requirement

Undertaking first investment in the 
renewable energy sector1

Operator continues to optimise 
operational programme to maximise value 
delivered by drilling

Process to monetise legacy assets 
continues with timeline closely linked to 
operational plan

Where we 
are going1

A diverse portfolio of cash generative 
assets within the sustainable energy 
and circular economy sector

Deliver return through dividend and 
capital growth

3 to 5 
year 

vision 

New investments in 
target classes using 
both equity and 
asset backed 
leverage 

£150 million EV 
invested asset 
base
Cash flow 
c. £20M p.a.

Manage legacy 
assets for value, 
exits for 
shareholders

Where we 
are

Where we 
were
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Seeking to monetise legacy assets for reinvestment in renewable energy sector

1.  Subject to shareholder approval for a change in investing policy being obtained at the AGM on 9 July 2021



Assemble a diverse portfolio of cash-generative 
assets, creating a self-funding platform

Our strategy
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Grow Scirocco into the premier transition energy 
focused AIM vehicle through acquiring a 
portfolio of transition energy projects 

Execution
Leverage significant industry expertise and 
relationships to identify, acquire and maximise 
value from target M&A opportunities

Our vision

Scirocco will acquire cash generative assets within each of the three target areas to construct a 
portfolio capable of supporting attractive dividend yield and further growth through re-investment 

Recycle 
cash flow

Assets where the 
primary function 
is the generation
of energy from 
renewable or 
sustainable sources

ENERGY

Assets involved in the 
recovery of valuable 
coproducts from 
waste streams 

CIRCULAR

Assets involved in the 
storage, transmission 
and delivery of 
energy within low 
carbon systems

VECTOR

TARGET ASSET CLASSES

Creating an energy-oriented company underpinned by cash flow



EAG investment & Greenan Anaerobic Digestion plant acquisition 



EAG investment and Greenan Anaerobic Digestion plant acquisition 
Scirocco is investing £1.2M into Energy Acquisitions Group Limited (“EAG”) to fund the acquisition 
of Greenan Generation Limited (“Greenan”) and its 0.5 MW Anaerobic Digestion (“AD”) plant

Quantum £1.2M

Purpose
Platform investment in EAG

Funding to acquire Greenan and associated 0.5 MWe AD plant
Set up for subsequent acquisitions

Asset classes Energy and crossover into Circular through digestate recycling

Structure
Equity subscription and shareholder loan to EAG

Creates a platform for further investment

Governance
Incorporated JV 

Two Scirocco directors appointed to EAG board
(Tom Reynolds and Muir Miller)

• EAG is a private company which was created to acquire a portfolio of AD 

plants which meet a well-defined set of operational and financial criteria 

• EAG has agreed to acquire 100% of the share capital of Greenan for £700k

• EAG intends to expand its portfolio of AD plants through acquisition

EAG investmentEAG

• Greenan is the owner of a single farm AD plant with 0.5 MW generation 

capacity located in County Londonderry in Northern Ireland

• 2021E revenue of 1,100k and EBITDA of £450k

• Operational improvements identified for implementation during 2021 to 

improve EBITDA

• Technical and commercial due diligence has been completed and a fully 

termed Share Purchase Agreement has been agreed

Greenan

• Scirocco will invest £1.2M to complete the acquisition alongside £1.9M of asset-backed debt

• Investment via equity and shareholder loan, with a 10% annual interest rate (accruing, non-cash pay), establishing 

a 10% hurdle rate of return which must be achieved before EAG management participate in any distributions

• Scirocco will hold a 50% interest, creating a JV platform for the buy and build of AD assets

• Investment creates a platform for Scirocco to invest in a portfolio of AD plants with target asset value of over £30M

The investment
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EAG team

Greenan Energy Ltd

Greenan AD plant

Montgomery 
brothers

Existing debt 
provider

Investment into EAG
Scirocco is investing £1.2M into EAG and acquiring Greenan and its 0.5 MW AD plant.
Scirocco will hold a 50% interest in EAG and will have a call option over the remainder
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The investment will be implemented in two parts:

1. Equity subscription for “A” shares

• Right to appoint two directors (board of four) and range of negative controls

2. Shareholder loan

• Provides the bulk of the capital investment

• Provides Scirocco with an effective redemption preference i.e. the bulk of 

invested capital will be distributed to Scirocco first

• 10% annual interest rate (accruing, non-cash pay), establishing a 10% hurdle 

rate of return which must be achieved before EAG management participate 

in any distributions

Structure provides Scirocco with a call option over the management team’s 

shares, allowing it to integrate EAG as an operating subsidiary of Scirocco.  

£700k £300k100%

50% 50%

£1.9M loan

£1,200k

Use of funds

Greenan share purchase £700k

Partial redemption of loan £300k

Due diligence £80k

EAG working capital £20k

Transaction costs £100k

Total £1,200k



Neil Adair, Director 

• Started career in 1990 with the Monson Group in Ireland. In 1993, joined the commercial team at 
Monsons where he applied his practical experience and qualifications to a client facing role, 
selling and overseeing large scale energy efficiency and heat recovery schemes into such clients 
as United Mollases Bombardier and a range of government clients

• Subsequently held a range of Commercial Director, CEO and MD positions in a number of 
environmentally driven businesses, ranging from start ups to a global PLC 

• In 2010 following the Government’s incentive schemes for renewable energy production, became 
heavily involved in the renewable sector, and in particular the synthetic and biogas sectors, and 
was jointly responsible for conceiving and delivering a number of AD plants in Ireland and the UK 
from conception, through fund raise and onto commissioning and operations

• Has provided numerous well known funds with commercial and technical project assessment 
papers and assisted in raising over [£]60M of project capital, now deployed into a range of 
complex assets, with multiple counter party contracts, including EPC, O+M Feedstock and PPA’s

Chris Kerr Managing Director 

• Engineer specialising in renewable energy, 
synthetic and biogas sectors with over 
30 years’ experience 

• Commercial Director, CEO and MD positions in a 
number of environmentally driven businesses

• Developing bespoke project contracts to deliver 
against innovative funder facility agreements

• 36 years’ of senior experience spanning corporate finance and restructuring, corporate and 
commercial banking and operational business management having spent significant time within 
industry at director level

• Trained with PwC, leaving the firm as a senior manager to become the corporate finance and 
restructuring partner in the Northern Ireland practice of RSM. Went on to set up and establish the 
Northern Ireland operations of the former Anglo Irish Bank and was responsible for its commercial 
lending and treasury operations in Northern Ireland between 1996 to the end of 2004

• From 2005-2012, was the Managing Director and part owner of a substantial privately owned 
property investment, development and diversified trading group headquartered in Northern Ireland

• Presently, owns and runs his own corporate finance, restructuring and private equity advisory and 
investment business and continues to hold his UK and Irish statutory insolvency licences which he has 
held for the past 28 years, acting as a consultant to two firms of Insolvency Accountants, in addition 
to acting as a Consultant and Investor within another NI based private equity investment firm

• Also currently a non executive director of London listed public company, Rockpool Acquisitions PLC

• Fellow Chartered Accountant and a Fellow of the Association of Business Recovery Professionals

Neil Adair Director 

• Corporate finance and restructuring, corporate and 
commercial banking and operational business experience 

• London market directorship experience 

• Private equity investor and advisory 

EAG was formed by Chris Kerr and has been funded since inception by Chris Kerr and a 
shareholder loan from Riada Partners, a company wholly owned and controlled by Neil Adair
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EAG founders and directors



• Sustainable, long term, inflation linked cash flows

• Low market risk, medium to long term contracts

• High operating margins

• Relatively low ongoing variable operational and maintenance expenses

• High barriers to entry

• Capital intensive assets which limit the number of natural competitors

• Strong operational experience needed to successfully manage assets to exit

• EAG are prioritizing the acquisition of a group of income generating assets, primarily 
from lower risk 

• Concurrently, a pipeline of assets will be assessed, as they represent significant 
uplift opportunities, with the ability to create strong equity value

• In due course, and In line with the evolving government sentiment of decarbonizing 
the heating and transport sectors, EAG will potentially review a range of 
development opportunities

• The EAG investment model is aiming at a minimum of 2.5x multiple on acquisition 
cost versus value creation

• Stable, inflation-linked revenues (PPA, Feed in Tariff, REFIT, Power sales), with a 
minimum of 12-15 years remaining, government-backed income

• Energy assets with exit trade EBITDA multiple of 9-11x

• Over the past 20 years, the founders of EAG have developed deep connections and 
transactional credibility in a range of professional sectors such as project 
developers, technology suppliers, policy makers, trade bodies, investment fund 
manager, specialist energy lawyers, insolvency practitioners and debt providers

• Leveraging our contacts across listed disciplines has provided EAG with an 
exceptional platform for project origination

Asset characteristics Investment parameters

Short to mid term investment focus Delivering and executing pipeline

EAG Investment Strategy
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Buy-and-build model, with a proven team to acquire a pipeline of renewable 
energy assets with sustainable, long-term cash flow

EAG investment strategy



PURCHASE
PRICE

£700k

ELECTRICITY 
GENERATION

0.5 MW

ASSET-BACKED
DEBT

c.£1,900k

REVENUE
2021E

c.£1,100k

FEEDSTOCK

15k tons p.a. 
agricultural
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• EAG has agreement to acquire 100% of the share capital in Greenan

• Greenan is a single purpose vehicle which own the 0.5 MW AD plant 

and associated generation equipment located in County 

Londonderry in Northern Ireland

• Project has a combined heat and power (“CHP”) with 0.5 MW 

capacity which can produce 4,000,000 kWh p.a.

• Commenced operations in January 2016

• NIROC (Northern Ireland Renewables Obligation Certificates) 

accreditation with 15 years remaining

• Motivated seller due to perceived level of debt and age profile of 

current shareholders

• Plant construction was funded by existing debt provider, and current 

balance sheet liabilities total approximately £2.8M, including debt of 

£2.2M

• Generally, no optimisation has occurred on the site

• Operational improvements exist, including feedstock 

optimisation and digestate management

• Immediately post-completion, operational improvements

expected to deliver 10% (£50,000) annual EBITDA improvement

• Share acquisition includes land and access, providing opportunity 

for active optimisation and further investment to facilitate RTFC 

incentives in 2021

• Up to 200% improvement in annual EBITDA could potentially be delivered through the installation of digestate 

management equipment designed and manufactured by SEM Limited

0.5 MW AD plant in County Londonderry in Northern Ireland, with 
2021E EBITDA of £450k and immediate operational improvements identified

Greenan 500kW AD plant

EBITDA
IMPROVEMENT

10%

EBITDA
2021E

c.£450k

Acquisition #1: operating Anaerobic Digestion plant 



• Optimisation plan includes cost reduction 

through feedstock adjustment and 

operational efficiencies

• Increased revenue streams through waste 

heat utilisation and longer term 

biofertilizer offtakes

EBITDA (£M) - optimised

• Plant is well stabilised and producing 

consistent operational and financial 

outcomes

• Producing current EBITDA based on highly 

conservative operational and feedstock 

approach

• Historical plant efficiency 90%+

EBITDA (£M) - unoptimised

• Combination of NIROC and commodity 

power revenues 

• Offtake agreement with Power NI Ltd

• 15-year fixed price government backed 

incomes

Total sales (£M) 
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Robust revenue stream with scope to optimise performance of the plant to improve financial returns 

Greenan AD plant: project economics 



Investment rationale: first step in buy-and-build
Creating a JV with a proven management team with a pipeline of opportunities to grow 
scale and improve operations and finances to increase returns
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Working together, Scirocco and EAG will create value by:

1. Bringing together market knowledge, access to funding and deep domain knowledge

2. Acquire a portfolio of AD plants

3. Optimise asset performance through operational improvement

4. Optimise balance sheet through periodic re-financings as the portfolio grows

5. Re-invest cash flow into asset improvement and acquisitions to create compounding effect

6. Sell to a larger industrial concern at a valuation which reflects portfolio scale and improved operational 

performance, or alternatively hold the portfolio and distribute cash flow in the form of yield

Key investment positives

• Experienced team: strong network within the target market and a detailed understanding of the AD space

• Strong pipeline: number of opportunities identified within portfolios of historic green investment groups and 

private farmers seeking an exit, allowing a path to relevant scale

• Operational and financial performance improvement: opportunities identified to improve EBITDA on the 

Greenan plant by 10-15%

• Digestate management upside: potential identified to add processing equipment to every AD plant which has 

the potential to significantly increase EBITDA performance through conversion of digestate into high value 

fertilizer and/or growth media

• Buyers’ market: well supplied market due to incumbent owners’ investment timelines and circumstances

Investment model
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The biogas market



In 2010 the UK government 
announced it intended 
to decarbonize electricity 
production by incentivizing 
green energy production 
through a range of incentives 
such as feed in tariffs and 
renewable obligation 
certificates The purpose was 
to provide a bankable income 
profile for qualifying projects, 
which in most cases, provided 
a 20 year predictable income

As a result of the attractive 
incentive levels, there was quick 
and widespread deployment of 
renewable technology, particularly 
the ‘low hanging fruit’ of Solar PV 
and Onshore Wind

The key consideration in the 
majority of these projects was the 
property element, planning 
permissions, forms of lease and 
grid connections rather than the 
efficient deployment and operation 
of the technology

Incentives started to degrade 
over the following years prior 
to 2015 with many investment 
firms raising capital funds 
through tax driven EIS 
schemes, many millions of 
capital were deployed into 
large complicated Biogas and 
Synthetic gas projects

UK based EIS funds invested 
several hundred million pounds 
into projects and assets that 
are now increasingly 
underperforming or even 
insolvent 

Embarking on an acquisition 
process in the green gas, and 
associated sector throughout 
2021 and 2022 is likely to result 
in a highly cash generative and 
much sought after portfolio of 
investment grade assets 

Recent announcements 
by the UK government have 
clearly indicated the direction of 
travel in the decarbonization of 
the heating and transport 
sectors, which EAG is well-
positioned to take advantage of
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Evolution of the market for decarbonised electricity 
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Biogas: process overview



At its full potential

Anaerobic 
Digestion 

delivers

16

Biogas: UK market landscape 
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Biogas plays an important role in the UK 
delivering on its decarbonisation commitments 



Organisation Sector Nature of adoption

Retail and Distribution Gasification of logistics vehicles

Transport and Distribution Gasification of logistics vehicles

Retail and Distribution Gasification of logistics vehicles

Retail and Distribution
Commitment to 500 distribution 
trucks by 2028

Transport and Distribution Gasification of logistics vehicles

Energy Supply and Distribution
Biomethane purchase agreements 
for onward distribution to industry

Energy Supply and Distribution
Biomethane purchase agreements 
for onward distribution to industry

Investment House JV with biogas operator Terrax

Investment House JV with Nature Energy

Investment House JV with Nature Energy

Blue chip organisations that are integrating themselves into the biogas market Case study

Summary 
• Company has commissioned French gas giant Air Liquide to constructed a 

biomethane plant at the partnership’s Bracknell headquarters

• John Lewis’ first on-site green fuel station, it has capacity to serve 120 methane-
fuelled heavy trucks, part of 143 the partnership now has on order

• Running HGVS on biomethane made from organic waste will cut each vehicle’s 
CO2 emissions by 80 per cent, the partners calculate, with each clean gas lorry 
saving some 100 tonnes of CO2 every year

• Off-site methane refuelling stations already serve nearby John Lewis depots in 
Northampton and Leyland, Lancashire

• John Lewis signalled in March 2019 its switch to 100 per cent carbon-free 
haulage by 2030. Some 85 diesel HGVs have already been offloaded (Dec 2020)

• Eliminating diesel and petrol from John Lewis‘ van and car fleet will see 1,750 
electric vans and light trucks introduced this decade. Approximately 750 
refrigerated trailers will be converted from diesel to electric

• 1,300 strong car fleet will become all-electric. Any diesel vehicles unsuited for 
conversions will use biodiesel in the form of hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO)

• By 2028 all refrigerators and chill cabinets in the firm’s depots will be converted 
away from hydrofluoro-carbons (HFCs)

• John Lewis is building a biogas plant to help decarbonise its 
distribution fleet of trucks

• Plans to switch 4,800-strong fleet to low carbon fuels by 2030
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Organisations range from global energy supply companies, logistics infrastructure to investment companies

Corporate adoption of biomethane: UK and Europe



Summary
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Assets where the 
primary function 
is the generation
of energy from 
renewable or 
sustainable sources

ENERGY

Assets involved in the 
recovery of valuable 
coproducts from 
waste streams 

CIRCULAR

Assets involved in the 
storage, transmission 
and delivery of 
energy within low 
carbon systems

VECTOR

TARGET ASSET CLASSES

What next for Scirocco

1. Greenan AD plant acquisition is the first step 
of a buy-and-build strategy for the EAG 
platform business

2. Greenan acquisition is an excellent example 
of Scirocco’s target investment strategy:

— Cash generative with strong operating 
metrics relative to invested capital

— Opportunities for operational improvement 

— Repeatable against a backdrop of a large 
number of AD plants in the UK

3. Shows a clear path for subsequent 
investments within “Energy”

4. In “Circular” Scirocco has been reviewing 
potential JV opportunities within the 
agricultural waste recycling area

5. In “Vector” Scirocco is part of a consortium 
examining the feasibility of establishing a 
hydrogen refueling network for heavy vehicles 
in the northeast of Scotland

6. Scirocco is making headway on all aspects of 
our stated strategy



Tanzanian assets: update on current activity

• Commenced sales process for Tanzanian assets in line with renewables growth strategy

• Strong interest from a diverse group of companies

• Completion of AEX/ARA deal a boost to the process

• Focus on realising appropriate value from these assets, balancing core value against 
future capital costs and operational risk factors

• High quality asset with commercial validation but also a challenging market backdrop

• Fully prepared to retain interest and progress within the JV if appropriate offers cannot 
be progressed

Near-term priorities

• Progress dialogue with interested parties engaged in ongoing sales process

• Maintain strict cost discipline to preserve cash

• Support new operator’s development plans

• Ensure access to funding to retain value in Ruvuma until conclusion of sales process

Ruvuma sales process
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Dialogue continues on Ruvuma sales process.  Helium One shares partially monetised

• Scirocco held 21M shares at the IPO

• Exercised 1M options (exercise price of  2.84p / share)

• IPO price of 2.84p / share

• Scirocco has reduced its holding in Helium One to 
9,556,088 ordinary shares, which represents c. 1.59% of 
Helium One's currently issued share capital1

• Helium One commencing exploration drilling in June

Helium One investment
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• Leadership of public market 
mid-cap energy companies

• Extensive M&A experience

• Regional operating and business 
development experience

• Track-record for innovative 
financing structures

• Personally invested in the 
company and its success

• Experience of delivering ESG-
focused investments 

Key management skills
Doug Rycroft
Chief Operating Officer 

Operations and A&D

14 years’ experience 

Tom Reynolds
Chief Executive Officer

AIM board and M&A

25 years’ experience 
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Alastair Ferguson 
Non-Executive Chairman

Gas commercialisation 

+35 years’ experience 

Jon Fitzpatrick
Non-Executive Director

& Special Adviser

M&A and Financing

25 years’ experience 

Don Nicolson
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

AIM board and strategy

+35 years’ experience 

Muir Miller
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

Renewables, utilities and 
project delivery 

+20 years’ experience 

Board and management
Delivering the experience, network and competence to drive the business forward



Committed to being a responsible investor and operator within the sectors it operates 

Our new strategy is underpinned 
by ESG values as we look to be a 
contributor to the low-carbon
transition whilst delivering a 
sustainable performance for all 
stakeholders

The Company is presently 
forming sustainability committee 
that will develop an appropriate 
ESG Strategy in line with 
stakeholder expectations

Have a positive indirect 
impact on the 
environment via its 
portfolio. We also 
ensure our partners 
work to the same 
standards

Act at all times in a 
socially responsible 
manner and to create a 
work environment that 
is both welcoming and 
supportive

Infuse good governance 
and stewardship in all 
its business activities, 
operating in an honest 
and ethical manner

ESG PRINCIPLES

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

ESG commitment
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Investment case

• Offering a rare platform within the public market to invest in niche assets and associated infrastructure within the low carbon 
space including renewable energy, circular economy and energy storage and transfer

• Buy and build model, with a pipeline of executable opportunities identified

• Targeting a valuation based on comparable peer group EBITDA multiples which would manifest as a premium to acquired NAV

• Differentiated from others due to the ability to invest across a range of assets rather than focusing on single technology

• Augmented Board with requisite industry knowledge and market connections

• Exploring exit options for significant gas assets with potential for growth in Tanzania, reinvesting into low carbon opportunities

• Transformed risk/reward relationship, building a cash generative portfolio of real assets which will deliver stable, index linked 

cash flows capable of supporting a growing dividend1
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The opportunity for investors 

1.  The Board expects that the anticipated cash flow from the new investment portfolio will enable the Company to declare dividends in the future


